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Summary of the meeting  

 

Topic Summary 

Welcome Pavlina Fragkou (PF) opened the webinar by welcoming the 

participants. 

Pavlina Fragkou (PF) introduced the objectives of the webinar: 

● The webinar is dedicated to identifiers, 

● Make decisions about creating guidelines on the identifiers in 

the context of DCAT-AP, 

● Find alignment on the expectations of the use of identifiers, 

and added that this is a practical webinar. 

 

Introduction 

 

Bert Van Nuffelen (BVN) presented the agenda for the webinar: 

● State of play 



● Proposals 

● Next steps 

State of play BVN presented the state of play: 

● The identifier is assigned by the ‘responsible’ of the entity. The 

assignee knows the lifecycle of the entity. 

● The identifier is persistent. 

● The identifier is dereferenceable. It is a mean and supportive 

asset to retrieve knowledge about the entity it is referring to. 

BVN presented the use cases of identifiers: 

● to facilitate processing 

● to facilitate networking 

● to facilitate portals 

● to facilitate harvesting 

BVN provided examples of identifiers that share the same “owner” 

assigned identifier. 

 

Andrea Perego (AP) highlighted that this is very much related to 

versioning of data and metadata regarding to "stability in time”, where 

identifiers alone may not be enough, unless they are complemented 

by a consistent versioning approach - e.g., one identifier for the latest 

version plus identifiers for each specific version (as in Zenodo). 

● Makx Dekkers agreed with this point, but indicated that it 

would probably not be discussed today. 

BVN presented the existing guidelines: 

● DCAT:  

○ Usage guide on dereferenceable identifiers: 

https://w3c.github.io/dxwg/dcat/#dereferenceable-

identifiers  

● DCAT-AP: 

○ Guidelines on avoiding duplicates: 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/release/dcat-ap-how-

manage-duplicates 

○ Guidelines on usage of identifiers: 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/release/dcat-ap-how-use-

identifiers-datasets-and-distributions  

● Generic: 

○ 10 Rules for Persistent URIs: 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/semantic-

interoperability-community-semic/document/10-rules-

persistent-uris  

BVN reminded of the existing identifier properties in DCAT-AP: There 

are two properties that will form the foundation of the discussions in 

this webinar, being dct:identifier and adms:identifier. RDF alignment 

is a separate topic. 
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Proposals BVN presented the approach for this part: 

● The topics are labelled with ‘change’ or ‘no change’ tags. 

● The flow of discussion:  

○ The first discussion point is critical and determines the 

discussions that follow after. 

○ There is a yellow and a blue path depending on the 

choice made by the working group on topic 1, being the 

definition/usage note of dct:identifier. 

 

Usage Proposal 1 

BVN presented the first proposal, being the usage note of dct:identifier 

(#187): 

● Yellow track implies that the value is assigned by the 

catalogue. It results in a coherent view but has a big impact on 

today's way of working. It also impacts harvesting. 

● Blue track implies that the value is assigned by the 

owner/publisher of the dataset. It has less impact and creates 

more clarity , as well as easier identifier management. It allows 

for a more network oriented solution. 

Jesper Melund commented that DCAT-AP.de uses the "blue way". 

DCAT-AP.de does not allow to assign a new dct:identifier if the dataset 

already contains a dct:identifier property. 

Matthias Palmér (MP) indicated that these tracks assume that the 

identifier of the dataset is in dcterms. In the past his assumption was 

that the identifier is the URI of the dataset, and that dct:identifier an 

optional or recommended, and not a mandatory field. From that 

perspective the yellow track would be unproblematic, as the identifier 

provided in the dct:identifier field is unique in the context of a 

catalogue. The way the two options (blue and yellow) are phrased it 

seems no longer the case, it is not obvious that the referred identifier 

refers to the dct:identifier. 

● Makx Dekkers responded that in the yellow track, the 

dct:identifier would be changed, as in practice the harvester is 

another catalogue that needs to assign another identifier, 

because it needs to be unique within the catalogue. 

Alberto Abella (AA) asked to what extent these solutions will be 

tackling the problem. More specifically, if there is no alignment 

between the creators of the identifiers, how can it be guaranteed that 

they are unique. 

● MD replied that in the proposal of the editorial team, it will be 

explained what it means and how it solves the problem. 

Bart Hanssens (BH) mentioned that while the blue should be the best, 

the yellow is being used in practice, which makes it a difficult decision 

as not one solution fits all. 

● BVN reacted that the blue track does not exclude that a 

catalogue will create and manage identifiers. The yellow has 

however a more strict interpretation.  

MP highlighted that the identifier of the dataset is distinct from the 

identifier of the metadata record for a dataset in a specific portal. The 



dataset URI could be used to make it unique.  

● BVN asked if this means that an identifier is created when you 

harvest. 

● MP responded that a landing page for each dataset needs to be 

present in the portal. The URL contains an identifier. However 

this identifier is not an identifier for the dataset, but for the 

metadata of the dataset.  

● MD added that it is very hard to have expectations of what an 

identifier means because of differences in countries. In the 

proposals, not only dct:identifier is used for that. The 

adms:identifier can be used to create linkage between 

identifiers. 

Jesper Zedlitz (JZ) indicated that in Germany dct:identifier is used for 

detecting duplicates in the national portal. Especially for geographical 

dataset this is a quite difficult process which relies on the unchanged 

dct:identifier assigned by the publisher of the dataset, as it appears 

in different portals. 

● BVN responded that this is a side effect which might occur. In 

the yellow track, more work will need to be done to avoid this, 

compared to the blue track. 

Christian Wittig (CW) mentioned that strict rules would be hard to 

track the duplicates and change the identifier, which is why his 

preference goes to the blue track.  

Hans Overbeek (HO) added that a local identifier which will be unique 

in the catalogue, and a global identifier, which will possibly not be 

unique and defined by the publisher of the dataset, is needed. He 

asked what would be the location of the local identifier in the yellow 

track. 

The poll is launched to vote for the blue or yellow track: 

● 29 votes were submitted with  

○ 90% for the blue track,  

○ 10% for the yellow track 

As the blue track was chosen, the remaining of the proposals will be 

based on this choice.  

Nina Georgieva (NG) asked whether a data owner needs to pick a 

particular catalogue where to publish a dataset, and whether the same 

identifier should be used for a dataset that needs to be published in 

two different catalogues. 

● MD responded that the members of this community are mostly 

data portal owners. If you have a dataset, you probably have 

a relation with a catalogue, and then you submit that. The blue 

line suggests that an ID needs to be created for it, which also 

is linked to the description of the dataset (chosen by the 

owner).  

Usage Proposal 2 

Cardinality of identifier 



BVN presented the proposal related to the min cardinality of 

dct:identifier, which is currently 0:n. 

● Option 1: The first option is not to change it, min cardinality 

remains 0. 

● Option 2: The second option is to change the max cardinality 

to 1. 

HO agreed with max cardinality:1, and asked to add usage notes to 

address dilemma's. e.g. what to do if there are two authentic 

identifiers. 

● MD responded that the creator of the dataset is responsible 

for creating one identifier. The idea is that at the point when 

a dataset is created, the owner creates one identifier that can 

be used throughout. Using more than one identifier will be 

discussed later during the proposal around the usage of 

adms:identifier. 

Simon Dutkowski (SD) commented that some datasets may already 

have more than one identifier. 

● MD responded that the transition needs to be made by 

providing a way of gradually implementing this change.  

● HL provided an example of eurostat: Eurostat does not have 

a DCAT catalogue, but each dataset has an identifier. The 

first time these datasets are published, they are harvested on 

data.europe with a persistent identifier. 

 

JM mentioned that 62,000 datasets in the European portal have 

more than one dct:identifier.  

 

Representation/IRI 

It is advised by the current usage note to use a high quality 

identifier, preferably a properly managed IRI assigned by the 

publisher. The editorial team proposes not to change anything, 

except optionally reformulating the usage note. 

 

SM mentioned that sometimes it is difficult for the publisher to 

provide a unique identifier. In CH, all publishers have an identifier, 

so they provide the id in two parts: internal on their platform and 

the id of the publisher. They are not able to create unique identifiers 

at EU level at this moment, which might be a problem with the blue 

approach. Also, if the value should be the IRI, it contradicts with the 

literal.  

● BVN responded that the structure of DCT:identifier cannot be 

changed. 



● MP added that in DCAT 2 it is recommended not to use blank 

notes but URI’s. If you have other systems that do not 

expose this in RDF, they should still follow this guideline by 

having URI’s internally. Generating those should not be an 

issue. When exporting to RDF it is not recommended to use 

blank notes.  

● MD replied that there is an issue of how to create the first 

identifier. The editorial team will document this as a separate 

issue pointing out that a guideline needs to be created for 

this. 

AA pointed out that the question “How many datasets are published 

in the EU?” should be answered first. By answering this question the 

identifier issue will be mainly addressed. It should be something that 

the current DMS tools (CKAN, ODS, socrata, arcgis opendata), 

should have implemented built-in. There is a need to have the logic 

to generate the identifiers (e.g. by providing a unique identifier to 

each portal). These rules can be easily implemented by DMS tools. 

 

AP highlighted that it is important to clarify why an IRI should be 

used, i.e. the purpose and the use cases. 

● BVN responded that the editorial team can add a use case of 

why IRI’s are recommended. 

● AP asked whether, according to the blue option, the identifier 

points to the original place of the catalogue, and whether it is 

used to detect duplicates. 

● BVN responded that the lifecycle of the dataset is known by 

the publisher. If the publisher decides that this is a different 

dataset, it should get a different identifier. This is hard to 

know for catalogue harvesting. This is another use case for 

having a good identifier.  

● AP added that the metadata published in another catalogue 

often are not as rich as metadata available in the original 

catalogue. The two requirements are overlapping but not 

addressing the exact same purpose as dct:identifier. 

SVD asked Matthias Palmer whether his proposition is that if you 

already have a IRI, you should primarily use it in the subject, and 

the dct:identifier is a fallback in case you have a non-uri identifier in 

the source system. 

● MP confirmed and clarified with a Swedish example: in the 

harvester we look at the URI, if there is no URI (a 

dataprovider has used a blank node) we generate an 



urn:name URI based on a md5 sum of some stable fields. In 

the case of the dataset we use the dcterms:identifier for this. 

Usage Proposal 3 

BVN explained that the editorial team would like to promote the use 

of adms:identifiers so that the network can benefit from them. The 

proposal would be that when a publisher creates an identifier, they 

should create an adms:identifier. This is a change for 

adms:identifier, in the sense that its use is being promoted. The 

impact of this is very limited, as only the use of adms:identifier will 

be added. This solves the problem that dct:identifier does not allow 

to provide context.  

SM asked whether dct:identifier is going to be replaced with 

adms:identifiers. 

● MD responded that the proposal is not to replace 

dct:identifier, but to add the adms:identifier as well. 

MP mentioned that it might be more complicated to fill in the 

adms:identifier. 

● BVN replied that the proposal is to provide enough 

information on the data type to allow this. 

AA agreed with the proposal, but highlighted that it will be necessary 

to involve the DMS makers, as otherwise this could result in few 

outcomes. 

● MD responded that the editorial team hopes that this proposal 

will encourage people to do it, but indeed a network effect 

needs to be created. This is however a question regarding the 

guidelines. 

AP mentioned the difference between the two can be highlighted by 

the use of primary (corresponds to the dct:identifier) and alternative 

identifier.  

● MD reacted that the purpose is to make it possible to indicate 

who created the identifier, instead of defining a primary and 

alternative identifier.  

The working group agreed with this proposal.  

SM asked whether the intention is to provide better data by making 

it possible to add the same value of identifier to the adms:identifier. 

● BVN confirmed and added that multiple identifiers can occur.  

● SM asked why it should not be replaced. 



● BVN responded that the discussion will arise on what the one 

identifier will be that would be offered to readers of this 

metadata. This selection can be made by the publisher.  

AP mentioned that it is important to see how adms:identifier is being 

used now. 

● MD replied that the editorial team is trying to document 

existing cases of adms:identifier. The editors will clarify that 

minimal information about the identifier should be provided 

as part of this proposal.  

● AP proposed to specify that adms:identifier should be used 

when you would want to provide additional context. 

 

Sander van Dooren (SVD) highlighted that when datasets are 

harvested from other catalogues, the dataset record is considered as 

immutable, the catalogue activities would be recorded in the prov-o 

records. It seems that we are trying to keep provenance records 

within the dataset itself, which is something that I would consider as 

metadata of the dataset record. 

● MD replied that the editorial team is trying to take into 

account what people currently do with regard to identifiers, 

and provide a way to make sure that it is clear what the 

identifiers are and who assigned them. The editors are 

looking for a minimal way to make clear what an identifier is, 

as currently that is not always the case. 

Usage Proposal 4 

The proposal is to introduce harmonised identifiers. If a source 

catalogue is being harvested in an aggregation, then typically the 

identifier would need to be repeated in the aggregation. As a 

harvester, you would make extra efforts to publish the identifier of 

associated portals as an adms:identifier. No change will be involved. 

Fabian Kirstein (FK) mentioned that at data.europe such things are 

done in a special field that is skipped in harvesting. We create our 

own identifier by looking at the scope of the catalogue, but we do 

not store it this way. 

● MD asked whether it would be possible for the aggregator to 

not add adms:identifier but use what is coming from the 

catalogue. 

Simon Dutkowski asked what the purpose of these identifiers is. 

● MD responded that the editorial team is trying to make the 

purpose of the identifier more clear. If the working group 

does not experience a problem, this proposal does not have 



to be implemented. This is part of the question towards the 

working group. 

● BVN added that by adding this identifier as an aggregator, it 

is made machine-processable. Nothing will be changed, only 

the possibility to identify who the aggregator is will be added. 

This proposal enables us to find links in the data, instead of 

trying to match properties ourselves. 

HO agreed that it seems like a good idea to add this identifier, it 

sounds like an enriched identifier that is better than the original one. 

He added that as an aggregator, you need your own identifier, but 

the one to be used will be the global identifier. Using the term 

‘harmonised’ can suggest that it is more enriched. 

● BVN responded that this is indeed the message that the 

editors want to give.  

NG asked to clarify whether or not the editors are suggesting that 

each data catalogue that is harvesting datasets is representing all 

the aggregated identifiers. 

● BVN: a harvester will not be removing any data as part of this 

proposal. This way other harvesters have access to the full 

range of the data, so no information will be removed, it may 

only be added. The proposal is to share the outcome of the 

operation of aggregation, being assigning stable and unique 

identifiers, with the outside world.  

HO commented that relying on these identifiers being unique is 

counter intuitive. 

● BVN responded that this comes back to the discussion about 

D1 being globally unique, which has a large impact. Many do 

not follow the recommendation of having a unique identifier. 

● MP highlighted that this problem needs to be solved. 

● BVN added that if somebody in the chain provides the IRI, 

then it changes the identifier and creates bottlenecks. 

HL mentioned that this would be a very big move from the current 

definition.  

● BVN questioned whether HL understood adms:identifier as 

disjoint from dct:identifier because of the labels (other 

identifier vs main indentifier). The disjointness is not part of 

the usage note, but if it was implicit the proposal is to lift 

this. To make adms:identifier describing metadata 

information about all identifiers of a dataset. 



Next steps As there was not sufficient time to go over the remaining proposals, 

it was decided to organise a second webinar for discussing this 

further. The tackled proposals will be modified taking into account 

the feedback captured in this webinar. 

 

PF concluded that the communication on the second webinar together 

with the meeting report of this webinar will be sent to the working 

group. The discussed issues will be added to github so that the 

working group can contribute to them. 

 

 


